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Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday    Instructing: Peter Thorpe                      Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Craig Rook 

                              Duty Pilot: Gary Patten 

Sunday.     Instructing: Lionel Page 

  Towing: Jamie Wagner 

                              Duty Pilot: Kris Pillai 

 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY Instructor Peter Coveney gets the crayon 

Despite a bit of a late start from me by the time I had fetched the radio and Key 61 I was still first to 

arrive. However tow pilot Rex, Duty Pilot Nathan and Roy Whitby were soon on the scene. Tony Prentice, 

Neville, Ian O'Keefe and Gary Patten also arrived quick smart. Whilst the tow plane and gliders were DI'ed 

and MW given clean canopies. MP's trailer was removed for more work by Gary. The winds kindly favoured a 

set up at the hangar end. Base Ops were advised and I opened G158&9. Nathan had some QGP subjects to be 

signed off on his syllabus so I took care of a few of those. He also had his Air Law exam scheduled for later 

when Peter Thorpe would be out to oversee that one. (He passed with a good mark of 85%). 

 
Nobody seemed to be in any hurry to get airborne but eventually Ian decided he would take MW up and 

surprised everyone with a 66 minute longest flight of the day. Encouraged by observing MW remaining 

airborne Roy took MP up managing 18 minutes and Nathan similarly inspired jumped into VF but was home in 15 

minutes. After lunch Steve Foreman rocked up to rig KP and Ray arrived to detrailer GBU so that Derry could 

complete some inspecting. 

Steve got away in KP for two flights 

(respectable times of 37 and 52 

minutes). Tony Prentice took pity on me 

as I faced another flightless stint of 

duty instructor and managed 22 

minutes between Riverhead and the 

prison gaining about 300 ft before 

running out of ideas and altitude. 

(Instructor was not much help :-(    but 

I think we both enjoyed the flight. 
  
By the time anyone who was going to fly 

had been up and done it we noticed a 

big wet shower heading our way so a 

frantic moving of gliders got underway. 

Steve was only half way through 

derigging KP so we retreated to the hangar until the shower had passed, somewhat surprised at the clear 

conditions behind it. The radio crackled to life with American accents as two USAF C-130s started up and 

headed for the take off point for RWY 21. They sure looked funny with their "Snoopy" noses. Apparently they 

are here for an exercise. With rain gone we wiped down KP and resumed its derig. The gliders were hangared 

and MP's trailer put back in the shed also.  
  
And that was Saturday. 



  
SUNDAY  Instructor and Libelle owner Ivor Woodfield has first go 
 
I arrived at base ops to discover that with minimal military movements at the start and end of the day, the 

tower was to be unmanned between about 10.30 and 4. Soon after I got to the field and had the place opened 

up, Graham arrived, followed shortly by Rudolf. Not long after that we heard the engine of the new TL Sting 

belonging to John O'Hara, who was joining us from North Shore for the day. Initially he was happy to give 

everyone a guided tour over this very high tech aircraft, and then throughout the day he kindly took people 

for flights in Sting, even clearing some of our tow pilots to take it off for a flight or two on their own. 

 

While that was going on, 

Neville, Jack and Tony had 

arrived so we got the twin 

and tow-plane out of the 

hanger, and set up on 26 in 

a lightish southerly. The 

1st glider pilot away at 

midday was Rudolf 

Struyck, who managed a 

respectable 23 minutes. 

We found a few small 

thermals, and then Rudolf 

demonstrated a steep 

'paddock' approach and 

landing. 

 

Next up was Jack Foot, 

keen to check out one of 

the few exercises left in 

his A cert .. the spin. 

Despite the grim looking cloud cover, the twin behaved well with Jack's weight in the front, and exhibiting a 

huge grin Jack experienced his first spin. Without any lift we were unable to try a second, and he is now keen 

to "try that again". Jack then demonstrated good judgement when finding himself very low [planned exercise] 

at the start of the circuit, and with rain significantly reducing his visibility executed a well controlled landing 

mid way down the strip. 

 

A  keen potential new pilot Reuben Brown, up for his first flight in a glider was our next flight. Sadly rain 

caught us mid tow, resulting in a short overall flight. None the less, Reuben is wanting to return for more once 

the weather improves.  Reuben's young sister Eden, talked her way into a passenger flight too and was 

fascinated and inquisitive throughout a longer flight in the sun, during which we caught a few thermals, 

checked out some of the "huge" houses and marvelled at just how "tiny" the cars and people looked from the 

air. 

 

Finally Gary Patten and Tony Prentice jumped into the twin and went looking for the thermals we had found in 

the previous flight, only to find they had largely disappeared and the pair were soon back on the ground. 

While they were up, I finally got a flight in John's Sting, courtesy of our very own Warm Air, who seemed 
keen to get some air time in the new toy. As we were landing we could see ominous rain clouds all around, and 

John was keen to get back to North Shore before it arrived, so in no time he was away. Many thanks John for 

the opportunity to take a ride in such an impressive little plane.  

 

Then it was all hands on the packing away, with the rain starting to arrive. We finally got everything into the 

hanger just as a particularly heavy rain shower arrived, and were forced to sample the contents of the fridge 

while we waited for the rain to pass.   Then, leaving Gary and Roy, who were doing some final work on GMP's 

trailer, we locked up and left around 4pm, having had a reasonable day of winter flying. 
 



Towie Peter Thorpe continues:  I arrived soon after 1000, (quite a bit after 1000),   and found lots of people 
gathered around John O’Hara’s very pretty new Sting S4 microlight which he had brought over to 

demonstrate to us.  I DI’d RDW and we set up on 26 while Warm Air went off in the Sting and then did some 

solo circuits.  Just as gliding was about to start it was my turn to try the Sting so Craig Rook kindly stepped 

into the towing seat while I went for a play.  What a nice little aeroplane and just chock full of all the fancy 

gizmos such as full colour flat screen displays,  autopilot, constant speed prop, ballistic recovery parachute 

etc.  It is nice and easy to fly but learning to interpret all the data presented on the screens takes some 

getting used to.  It is rather amazing to see a colour graphic of the runway, identical to the view out the 

windscreen, appear on the screen as we turned onto finals.  Fortunately it has an old fashioned ASI and 

altimeter on the far right of the 

panel so when confusion reigned it 

was useful to be able to look at 

them.  After half an hour of 

turning and stalling and a practise 

forced landing it was back to WP 

for a circuit or two before some 

solo circuits to complete a rating 

on type.  By then the instruments 

were becoming easier to interpret 

so all was good.  After that I went 

back to towing while other lucky 

club members were treated to a 

fling in the Sting.  Many thanks to 

John for his generosity in sharing 

his sleek new toy with us. 

  

A couple of trial flights and then 

Gary and Tony P took MW for a 

spin but with a band of black cloud approaching form the SW we sent John back to North Shore and had the 

gliders in the hangar by 1530.  Of course the rain turned out to be just a passing band but by then it was 

home time so off we went after five glider flights and about eight for the Sting. 

VICTOR FOXTROT STUFF 

Victor Fox’s wheel/brake parts have arrived.  The plan is to de-rig her Sunday so her main wheel assembly can 

be removed to have the outer skimmed, and the new brake hub matched, and changed during the week. So if 

we can have a few helpers Sunday afternoon to de-rig VF and set her up in a cradle with the main wheel clear 

of the ground. 

Footnote: Somewhere in all of Saturdays flying someone must have lent on or struck VF's TE tube (the 

vertical rod that sticks up on top of its fuselage). Tony noticed it bent through about 30 degrees. 

If you accidently damage a glider please let someone know - Duty Instructor, Tow pilot or Duty Pilot. Also if 

you notice such damage do not be tempted to straighten it. If you don’t actually break it off you might cause 

metal fatigue cracking and it might depart in flight. Dangerous to folk below and a flight safety risk for the 

glider pilot. Best let Derry look at it first. 

 

WHERE'S WALLACE   Our Steve Wallace, crew Lisa and cheer squad, Fraser and Gracie (their youngsters) 
have gone to Poland where Steve will represent NZ at the World Gliding Championships 

Check out the Blogs on http://lesznowgc.blogspot.co.nz/     

Day three now. Steve's blog shows day two was not so flash for him.  His copied file for his Flight Computer 

was missing a piece of airspace, he infringed and got a landout only 75km from the start.  getting the feel for 

the weather seems to be one challenge along with coping with the haze.  This makes it necessary to identify 

the next thermal while still climbing in the one you have. 
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Former Club member and John's son, Todd O'Hara in the Sting on a way nicer day than we had.  Check out the 

superb view through that big canopy 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW ROSTER BELOW 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DUTY ROSTER FOR AUG, SEP, OCT 2014 Final  

             

Month Date Time Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot  

  2 am G Patten L Page J Wagner  

AUG   pm        

  3 am C Pillai P Thorpe C Rook  

    pm        

  9 am J Pote A MacKay D Belcher  

    pm        

  10 am T Prentice R Carswell P Thorpe  

    pm         

  16 am R Struyck R Burns R Carswell  

    pm        

  17 am R Whitby D Todd G Lake  

    pm        

  23 am N Graves P Coveney D Belcher  

    pm        

  24 am E McPherson I Woodfield P Thorpe  

    pm        

  30 am K Bashyam L Page D Belcher  

    pm        

  31 am K Bridges P Thorpe G Lake  

    pm        

  6 am S Foreman A MacKay P Thorpe  

SEP   pm        

  7 am R Forster S Wallace J Wagner  

    pm        

  13 am D Foxcroft R Burns P Thorpe Power Sect 

    pm       Comps 

  14 am G Healey D Todd G Lake  

    pm        

General  20 am B Hocking P Coveney P Thorpe  

Election   pm        

  21 am I O'Keefe I Woodfield J Wagner  

    pm        

  27 am T O'Rourke L Page C Rook  

    pm        

Daylight 28 am G Patten R Carswell G Lake  

Saving   pm        

  4 am C Pillai P Thorpe R Carswell 19 Sqn  

OCT   pm       ATC 

  5 am J Pote A MacKay C Rook Camp 

    pm       Both days 

  11 am T Prentice S Wallace P Thorpe 19 Sqn  

    pm       ATC 

  12 am R Struyck R Burns R Carswell Camp 

    pm       Bad WX Alt 

  18 am R Whitby P Coveney G Lake  

    pm        

  19 am N Graves D Todd C Rook 30 Sqn ATC 

    pm        

  25 am E McPherson I Woodfield P Thorpe Matamata 

LABOUR   pm       Matamata 
  26 am K Bashyam P Thorpe R Carswell Matamata 

WEEKEND   pm       Matamata 
  27 am K Bridges R Burns G Lake Matamata 
    pm       Matamata 

 


